
MATCH REPORT
HBE U12’s 2.2.14 vs MOSMAN SWANS 9.8.62

ROUND 1,  18/04/2021

MIDDLE HEAD OVAL

Nice and early start to the first round of the season, 8am away game at Middle Head Oval against Mosman Swans.
All the boys were excited to get back into playing their first game of footy, and have been training prior to and
throughout the school holidays, so were raring to go.  Welcome aboard to some new faces - Aiden, Jacob, Jesse, Sean
(and Toby, who couldn't make this round).  We had a full squad of 15, which meant a full game of footy for everyone
with no interchanges - which makes it easier on the coach!

The first quarter started well with James making good hit outs from the ruck and mid-fielders subsequently getting it
quickly out of the centre and into our forward 50. There were some great examples of good teamwork and passages
of play with subsequent kick-mark-kick sequences. This quarter was very well fought, with Eagles maintaining more
possession and coming in with a quarter score of 1.1.7 vs Swans 2 behinds 0.2.2.

The game picked up in the second quarter and the Swans proved to be some tough competition, kicking 3 goals and
keeping us scoreless - however some very good tackling and generally good pressure kept across the whole quarter
by the Eagles.  HBE  1.1.7 vs Swans 3.4.22

Third quarter was once again well fought however we couldn't convert.  Some focus areas we will look to work on at
training is shepherding and getting the ball out wide to both sides of the ground.   HBE 1.1.7 v Swans 6.7.43.

Final quarter the Eagles kept the intensity up with continued good tackling and some great teamwork, bringing in
another goal. Final score HBE  2.2.14 vs Swans 9.8.62.

Overall scoreboard didn’t reflect how well the whole team played, particularly proud for giving it 100% right until the
end and not giving up.  Well done to Jake Sefton on man of the match.

Looking forward to our first home game this Sunday.

Report by:   Scott Hill (Coach)




